**LightSquared (LSQ) proposed 4G Broadband Network**

- **U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) awarded LSQ a “Conditional Waiver Order” of the Ancillary Terrestrial Component (ATC) “integrated service” rule on January 26, 2011**
  - Testing by multiple government agencies and GPS receiver manufacturers conclusively showed that the LSQ’s signal interfered directly with GPS receiver operation

- **Feb 14, 2012 National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Letter to FCC**: “We conclude at this time that there are no mitigation strategies that both solve the interference issues and provide LightSquared with an adequate commercial network deployment.”

- **Feb 15, 2012 FCC Public Notice seeking comment on actions proposed by the FCC International Bureau**:
  - Vacatur of the Conditional Waiver Order
  - Modification of LightSquared’s satellite license to suspend indefinitely LightSquared’s underlying ATC authorization, first granted in 2004, to an extent consistent with the NTIA Letter
  - Public Comment and Reply Comment period closed on March 30, 2012